
 

BRICK-WALL BREAKER:  MESSAGE BOARDS 

MESSAGE BOARDS are a great way of potentially finding answers that may solve a brick-wall 

problem. It never ceases to amaze me to discover others who ARE interested in my same family 

surname line. And Message Boards present that possible discovery for anyone.                                                                                                                                                   

Of course you must maintain the usual skeptical cautions when looking a post on such Boards:                                                                                         

 Does this make sense?   --  Is this really the same ‘John Brown’ as mine?   

AND Patience is required – Message Boards are not a quick-fix, but they’re worth the effort! 

Rootsweb.com 

    The website has a variety of ways to search surnames & find others who are searching the same surname 

that you are. Here are some of the path-ways provided on Rootsweb – any are worth looking into. 

Surname List                                                                                                                                                                                

World Connect Project                                                                                   Mailing List                                                                                                                                                       

Message Boards :                                                                                                                                           

1. You can look for Msg Boards about Topics – Historic or otherwise                                                                  

2. You can look for Msg Boards about Localities – Click on ‘United States’ (unless you want 

another continent) – then find the ‘State’ that you want – then you’ll find various topics for 

that state, including a choice of ‘Counties’.                                                                                               

3. You can look for Surnames: Click on the 1st letter of that name, then find the surname. 

 Genealogy.com 

        Now identifies itself as “a source for family history buffs to find genealogical research originally posted 

in GenForum, and our most popular genealogy articles.”  This website was 1 of the first genealogy websites 

(before Ancestry.com began) and 1 of the first to offer Message Boards which were called the ‘Forum’.  That 

led to it being referred to as ‘GenForum’ by most folks. It was one of the last websites to be absorbed into 

Ancestry’s umbrella network.  As of September, 2014 – the ability to post on its message boards faded away, 

but anyone can still view the thousands of posts accumulated on its surname boards – where you can still 

find some beneficial info.                                                                                                                       

CyndisList.com – For more information about Message Boards, look at the category “Queries & 

Message Boards” on CyndisList website.  There are some very helpful resources & tips there, which includes 

other current websites that include message board-like links; she also provides guidance to creating a good 

query to post on a Message Board. 

There are Sites mentioned on CyndisList that are similar to Message Boards, including: 

Ancestor Explorer Message Boards – ‘Genealogy message boards for global genealogy research’ – The site 

provides a list of its msg boards, beginning with some topics - then all the U.S. states, then Countries of the 

world. 

Family Tree Circles.com    --   “A genealogy research community” and opportunity to connect with 

other researchers. 

Genealogy Sense Forum  -- Topics are set-up by the site’s administrators. 

Long Lost Family Bulletin Board – A way of searching for lost relatives and others.  



 

If you’ve never used Message Boards in your research, I highly recommend browsing them & possibly 

even posting your own messages or queries there.  

 

 ROOTSWEB may be 1 of the few nation-wide        still active 

Message Boards available these days. It’s linked to Ancestry 

under this web address:  “home.rootsweb.ancestry.com”   Rootsweb’s stated mission is to 

connect people so that they can help each other and share genealogical research and they 

have several methods to do so, including Message Boards. 

      Genealogy.com was another well-known family history website in the mid-1990s, before Ancestry. 

Genealogy.com had Message Boards which it called a ‘Forum’; for that reason the site was often called 

GenForum by users. It was eventually absorbed by Ancestry, but was one of the last genealogy websites to 

do so. Sadly, in September 2014, posting onto GenForum ceased; however you can still browse old 

postings under surnames or topics and the Genealogy.com website also has some REALLY good 

information that is useful for all levels of Researchers. I would recommend checking it out in 2017! 

     As the Rootsweb site display for Message boards reveals, you can search them in several 

ways – and all are valuable.  

         Message Boards 

Message Boards Home Page 

Surnames | Localities | Topics     

    A historic topic, such as the California Gold rush or any of the military engagements which the 

U.S. fought can easily be searched under topics, along with many other possibilities. Or, If you 

want to investigate the state or county where your ancestors lived – look into the ‘localities’ 

message boards. You may find some real treasures there for your research. 

      I’ve seen Message board posts where researchers made offers to look-up info in an old book of the 

County’s history or in old Cemetery records.                                                                                           Other 

Examples: I’ve seen others where researchers were able to link-up with others with interest (or knowledge) 

of a particular family who had lived in that county, or found someone who lived in area who could clarify 

where an old cemetery was or something similar. It’s worth trying !                                     And it’s 

sometimes possible for those with specific ethnic ancestry, such as African-American or American Indian to 

find others with intimate knowledge of the culture’s touch-stones or old families for that locality.     

       However, Searching Message Boards by SURNAME is Especially Valuable for the Family 

Historian!    

Typically such Message Boards have the alphabet spread across the screen like this: 

A  B   C   D   E   F   G   H   I   J   K   L   M   N   O   P   Q   R   S   T   U  V  W  X  Y   Z   

Of course, you then simply select the 1st letter of your ancestral surname that you are researching. And 

then see what all may have been posted for that surname.  Be patient when browsing, you may find many 

pages of posts.  

 I first began checking-out both Rootsweb & GenForum Message Boards about 1999 – at first only 

browsing, but then began posting responses to other searchers’ queries. Finally posted my own queries on 

both sites for various surnames in my family. Results were mixed – some posts never received any 
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responses, and others might receive several.  From some posts, I made connections to distant cousins that 

I never knew existed.  And one of those produced a little ‘team’ of researchers all connected to the same 

family line in some way. That provided a really valuable resource of PEOPLE to help sort-out some details 

and facts. That unique resource is often better than either a book or some on-line resource.  At the time, I 

certainly considered that a win-win for all of us! 

 My most successful Posting was this one – about my Neely family in Mississippi.  

This was Adeline Neely, born in Mississippi in the late 1820s, and married to David 

Hardaway in 1846.  They had 1 child – Elizabeth, before David died in 1851. He was 

buried in the Neely family’s cemetery in Warren County.  

    These were the basic facts that I knew.  But what I could not confirm was the 

identity of Adeline’s parents.  There was Wesley & Hester Neely who married & lived in 

Warren County, Mississippi with a large family – mostly daughters.  There was strong 

evidence that Adeline was 1 of them, but nothing stated it for a fact. 

    Wesley Neely was the Executor of David Hardaway’s will and became a legal Guardian for young 

Elizabeth after her father’s death. That indicates some sort of strong family connection! And the 2 families 

lived near each other on the 1850 Census.  Happily I found newspaper notices for the 

marriages of two of Wesley & Hester’s daughters, and both included a statement that the 

bride was “the daughter of W.W. Neely”  (Wesley’s initials).  I was excited to find one for 

Adeline to David Hardaway, until the discovery of no such statement in that notice about 

her father. – So frustrating! 

   And David Hardaway’s gravestone had this inscription following his name, plus birth                                                 

& death dates:  “Born in Dinwiddie Co, Va                                                                                                                      

      Died at residence of his father-in-law H N Neely in Warren Co, MS” 

 Not the Neely connection I expected & it obviously that was not much help! Maybe it was supposed to be 

Hester’s initials? But still that still didn’t help – since it said ‘father-in-law’! By then I had begun to wonder: 

Perhaps Wesley & Hester Neely were the uncle & aunt to Adeline, instead of her parents?  That could make 

sense. But still I needed her parents’ identity.  Well through Rootsweb, I did make contact with another 

Neely researcher in Mississippi, and she had information about 2 siblings for Wesley, but they weren’t 

connected to Adeline. 

So finally in January, 2001, I posted a query on GenForum. 

     “Looking for anyone with info related to Wesley Woodford Neely, who was born in Virginia …  migrated to Mississippi 

territory in it's early years.  In 1821, he md. Hester "Hetty“ Hackler…  

They finally settled in Warren County, MS (Vicksburg) & acquired quite a lot of land… had a family of daughters, primarily (except 

for 1 son who died at age 12). The daughters are known to include a Caroline, Martha, Charlotte, Julia Ann, Emaline & Elizabeth. 

         I have an Adeline Neely who may be a daughter also. But if not, she must be a niece. There are definitely strong ties btwn. 

her & Wesley's family…. I've tried MANY different angles to try and prove her parentage, but so far have been defeated at 

every turn. 

        One reason I'm looking for info this way on Wesley is, hoping I'll find his siblings/brother(s) who could prove to be           

her father. Please let me know if you have anything to help me with this family. Thanks. 

I included my name & email; genealogists frequently will do that on Message Boards – or at least they 

have in past. Well – it took about 2 months, but I finally received a response from someone who could help! 



 

He responded through email with this message.                                                                                                                         

In the obituary of David Greenway Hardaway in the first line which read as follows --  

(in newspaper dated) November 29, 1851 -- “Departed this life on Wednesday evening the              

26th last of Typhoid Fever at the resident of his father-in-law  WW Neely Esq., - David G. 

Hardaway.”  

This fellow researcher had been working on the Hardaway family for many years, which is why he had this 

document.  He kindly sent me an actual copy of the obit through postal mail – which was a real treasure for 

me!  He did request in return my information about David & Adeline’s marriage, which I happily obliged. 

 

 So YES, I highly recommend Message Boards to anyone after getting stuck in your research.                                     

I would suggest that you first browse previous postings for your county/topic or surname of interest. 

That may allow you to find a posting THREAD that you could add a post to; but also you’ll get a better 

feel for how the postings work & how to post a good query, etc.  Note of warning: browsing will take 

some time – there may be many pages of posts on a county or family name. 

But Message Boards are definitely worth the effort & can yield great results, although it does require 

patience. It may take weeks or months (and sometimes longer) to get a response. Of course, success 

is not guaranteed – you just never know when it might pay off.  Try it! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


